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Reactor Anti-neutrino Anomaly(RAA)
RAA and sterile neutrino hypothesis

Recent status of RAA research
STEREO/PROSPECT

Short notice ; sterile neutrino and neutrino-less double beta 
decay

Sterile search with new research reactor
Advantage for new research reactor



Experimental results not interpretable in 3-generation neutrinos

S. Gariazzo, Talk at TAUP2021



2011: new reactor തνe fluxes by Huber and Mueller （HM-Model）
[Huber, PRC 84 (2011) 024617] [Mueller+, PRC 83 (2011) 054615]

Could be explained by additional short-distance oscillation to a sterile 
state
There are systematic errors (not taken into account)

Detector performance

Reactor neutrino energy spectrum

Short-baseline Reactor Antineutrino Anomalies (RAA) 
S. Gariazzo, Journal of Physics G43 033001 (2016)



3+1 generation neutrino mixing
3 weakly interacting light neutrinos (from LEP experiment) 

+ sterile neutrinos

Electron anti-ν survival probability 

Indication from RAA



Short baseline (SBL) experiment  (~ km)
main target was θ13  can only access to Δm2 ~ 0.1 – 10-2 eV2

use (mainly) several commercial power plants

Detector : relatively large 

Site : in shallow depth → No reactor BG & modest background from cosmic ray



VERY Short baseline (VSBL) experiment  (~ 10 m)
main target was θ13  can access to Δm2 ~  1 eV2 (indicated by RAA) 

use (mainly) research reactors → low output power.

Detector : relatively small 

Site : very close to the reactor core
➔ low event rates is expected due to low anti-neutrino flux and small detector



Antineutrino flux Oscillation Detection

Inverse β-decay Fission fragments of U, Pu
undergo β-decays

Survival probability

Sensitivity Δm2

Observable energy range 
Eν ; 2-8 MeV

10-1－10-2 eV2 @ 1km
1－10 eV2 @ 10m 

only required
for L ~ 1km

തν𝑒 + 𝑝 → 𝑒+ + 𝑛



Signal ; Delayed coincidence 
Prompt signal：e+ +2γ (1.02 ~ 8MeV).

Delayed signal：neutron capture
γ-ray; Gd (~ 8MeV) , H (2.2 MeV)
6Li (triton & α). 

Time correlation: 
Δt ∼30 μs (Gd) ∼200 μs( H).

Spatial correlation：
Δr < ~ 1 m. (depends on detector)

Inverse beta decay
തν𝑒 + 𝑝 → 𝑒+ + 𝑛

Usually use metal-loaded liquid 
scintillator (Gd, 6Li)

Uniformity of detector performance

However, flammable hazardous material



Very similar setup



The importance of relative measurements
θ13 expriments？→ Successful discovery & precise measurement

Daya Bay, RENO, Double Chooz

Why ? → Near＆Far detectors measurement and compare spectra



A shape distortion with respect to predicted spectrum has been observed 
Both at near and far sites ; bump at ~ 4-6 MeV is observed. 

Daya Bay Experiment

・ Near/Far → reduce systematic uncertainties
・ Spectral shape was not consistent with the Model



Short baseline reactor anti-neutrino experiments have extended their 
study of sin2θ13 in 3-flavor model to search for (sin2θ14, Δm14

2) in 3+1 
model

Very large anti-neutrino samples (~ 106 events), with well-known 
detectors

Relative measurements are performed using Near- and Far-Detectors, 
in order to be independent from flux model predictions

They provide leading constraints for Δm14
2 ranging from Δm31

2 to 0.1 
eV²

RENO-NEOS observe the positive results for sterile-ν, but with low 
significance (2.8σ), needs confirmation



L~10m → vicinity of reactor core
Design constraints

Limited space, limited floor load in the reactor building

Constraints : size of detector, amount of shielding

(Relatively) Large backgrounds
Cosmogenic : surface level → shallow overburden (~ 10 m.w.e.)

Ambient fast neutron & gamma-ray flux (from reactor & cosmic-ray)

Resolution on L/E
Extended cores (LEU) : size ~3m → σL/L up to 15%

Small cores (HEU) : size ~0.5m → σL/L down to 3%

E-resolution is also important !

STEREO 

PROSPECT 



Important characteristics for oscillation observation
Reduce the systematics

Place two identical detectors (Detector A & B in Fig.)

Mechanisms that allow observation by moving the detector

Long detector in the direction of the reactor core, 

There is position resolution, oscillation patterns can be observed 
without moving the detector

arXiv:1212.2182 [hep-ex]

Eν = 4 MeV



Reactor & Detector characteristics .vs. Oscillation parameters
Small reactor core → Possible to search for large Δm2

arXiv:1212.2182 [hep-ex]

Reactor Detector



C.Jollet, Talk at TAUP2021

Very CLOSE to reactor core

Positive results for sterile-ν



Neutrino-4 Experiment ; Site & Detectors
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・Vicinity of the reactor core
・Movable （6 - 12 m）
・Gd-LS（1.8 tons, Segmented）
・Shields（Active＋Passive）
・

A. P. Serebrov et al., PHYSICAL REVIEW D 104, 032003 (2021)



1—detector of reactor antineutrino, 

2—internal active shielding, 

3—external active shielding (umbrella), 

4—steel and lead passive shielding, 

5—borated polyethylene passive shielding, 

6—moveable platform, 

7—feed screw, 

8—step motor, 

9—shielding against fast neutrons made of iron shot







(a) Reactor antineutrino 
energy Spectrum deforms 
in dependence on distance 
from the core.

(b) No distance dependence in 
the spectrum was 
observed. The observed 
event rate is less than 
predicted!

Nature News artilces
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-022-04581-9



STEREO
Experimental site ; ILL

58 MW Highly Enriched 235U reactor

（99%以上 of flux  235U fissions）

Compact core → Ø 40cm, h=80cm

Detector
6 cells @ L = 9.4 – 11.2 m

Liq. Scintillator + Gd

~ 360 ν’s/day, S/B = 0.8

Surrounding γ-catcher

Gamma-Catcher: unloaded liquid scintillator 
Target: Gd-loaded liquid scintillator

Nature volume 613, 257–261 (2023)

https://www.nature.com/


Results
Anti-ν energy spectra do not change with distance

Spectrum comparison for each cell is not listed (next page)

Only from the left figure, it looks that there is oscillation. The shape of the 
spectrum does not match HM-Model (there is also a bump at ~ 5MeV).

Maybe the HM-Model needs correction

Nature volume 613, 257–261 (2023)

https://www.nature.com/


Ratio Obserbed/Model per CELL (dipendence on distance)



Results
Spectrum shape does not match HM-Model (with Bump) 
➔ HM-Model needs correction

Model by Estienne et al. 
Correction of the evaluated nuclear data by including the most recent 
measurements of the β-strengths of the main fission products.

well consistent with rate deficit (~ 5.5%)

Nature volume 613, 257–261 (2023)

Model by Letourneau et al.
Correction of the β-spectra to all 
nuclei by completing the β-decay 
schemes of the ENSDF nuclear 
database.

with a simple phenomenological 
Gamow–Teller β-decay strength 
model.

Very well-reproduce the spectrum 
shape

https://www.nature.com/


Constraints on sterile-ν
Parameter space favored by the RAA (a few eV2) was excludes

Exclude the Best Fit Point of Neutrino-4（ 3.3σ ）, NEOS-RENO（ 2.8σ ）

Nature volume 613, 257–261 (2023)

The explanation of the RAA by a few-eV-mass sterile neutrino is strongly 
disfavored by STEREO data. 

https://www.nature.com/


PROSPECT
Experimental site: ORNL

85 MW HEU reactor core

Compact core: ＜ 50cm height, diameter

99%以上 of flux  235U fissions

Detector design
Segmented, L = 6.7 – 9.3m

4 tons of Liq. Scintillator + 6Li

Optimized for BG suppression

(no overburden, S/B = 1.4)

~ 500 events/day



Anti-ν Energy Spectrum
Well consistent 

Different detectors, sites

Bump@~5MeV（HM-Model比）
Significance ; 2.4 σ

Spectrum Anomalies (Bump
structure)

Observed w/o distance dependence
θ13 experiments（Baseline～1 km）

VSBL（～10 m）

➔ Problem with the spectrum model.

Observed both HEU and LEU
（Commercial） reactors

Cannot be explained by contributions 
other than 235U

H. Almazán et al. (PROSPECT Collaboration, STEREO Collaboration)
Phys. Rev. Lett. 128, 081802

Need more statistics！



Complementary constraints from SBL 
and VSBL allow to probe a large range of 
Δm2.

Reactor Anomaly strength (sin2θee ) still 
depends on flux modelling : not fully 
solved yet but need to be modified
Large Δm2 region of RAA will be covered 
by KATRIN
KATRIN + Reactor constraints already 
cover most of Gallium Anomaly 
parameters

Positive observations (BEST, Neutrino-4, 
RENO-NEOS) in (strong) tension with 
other experiments, to be confirmed in 
future experiments.

The situation remains as chaotic.Snowmass 2021 white paper 2203.07214





A new research reactor is planned at the site of Monju/Fukui 
Pref..

Currently, the design of the reactor core is in progress.

Various research and industrial applications are planned.

These design will be done in the near future in the vicinity of the 
reactor core.

This is an excellent opportunity to propose a site for research using 
reactor anti-neutrinos.

Osaka

Kamioka

MONJU



Proposed facility (Laboratory room)
Realize a low background laboratory (high SN)

γ-rays, neutrons → environmental level at sea level lab.

Shield the inner walls of the laboratory and around the detector to achieve 
an extremely low radioactivity environment

Cosmic ray induced BG → Tag all passing events around the detector

Water tank
Dia. 6 m

Core
40cmΦ

Heavy Water
Dia.2 m

Floor level of building
(Concrete)

13 015 m

Neutron 
beamlines

Neutrino Exp. Room

Cosimic-ray Veto Counters

Pb Shield

Neutrino detectors

Fuel-carrying waterway



What is the advantage ?➔ Newly constructed
What can be done with "some" degree of freedom in design?

To improve SN, BG reduction (for ex., shielding)

Requested at the designing stage ➔ possibly taken into account

Detection method
Initial design → organic scintillator + Gd, Li6

Need options for detector replacement to ensure variety in research

Need to be "as close as possible“ since studying with neutrinos.

Topic of nuclear and particle physics research
✓ Neutrino oscillation (sterile neutrino search)
✓ Precise measurement of reactor neutrinos

✓ Spectrum, flux (time-dependent)
✓ Neutrino nuclear reactions
✓ Magnetic moment search for neutrinos (low energy)
✓ Coherent scattering with nuclei, elastic scattering with 

electrons



Many experimental data suggest RAA at short baseline, and 
searches for sterile neutrinos are active.

Why conduct neutrino research in a new research reactor?
Design flexibility 

Close to the reactor core 

The detector 

BG reduction (shields) are important to improve SN → Need to be 
considered at the design stage. Possible !


